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 .We give an explicit solution to the scalar moment problem on semi-algebraic
compact subsets of Rn, and apply this result to the study of some operator
multi-sequences. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 . nLet t s t , . . . , t denote the variable in the real Euclidean space R ,1 n
 n.and let P R be the algebra of all real polynomial functions in t , . . . , t .1 n
n  .  . nLet also K ; R be a nonempty closed subset, and let g s ga a g Zq
 .  .g ) 0 be a multi- sequence of real numbers. We set0
L t a s g , a g Z n , 1.1 .  .g a q
 n. and extend L to P R by linearity. We use here and throughout the textg
.the standard multi-index notation.
We recall that g is said to be a K-moment sequence if there exists a
a 1 . a  .positive Borel measure m on K such that t g L m and g s H t dm ta K
for all a g Z n . When such a measure m exists, then it is called aq
w xrepresenting measure of g . To solve the K-moment problem 8 means to
 .  .ncharacterize those sequences of real numbers g s g g ) 0a a g Z 0q
which possess a representing measure on K.
 .  <  n.4  .   . <Let P K [ p K ; p g P R , and let P K [ p g P K ; pq
4K G 0 .
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If the sequence g possesses a representing measure m on K, then the
linear functional L satisfies the conditiong
L p G 0, p g P K , 1.2 .  .  .g q
 .and L 1 ) 0.g
 .If K is compact, then 1.2 is also sufficient. Except for the cases when
 .P K can be completely described, this condition is, in practice, difficultq
to verify. For this reason, to solve the K-moment problem, one possibility
 .is to seek a ``test subset'' Q ; P K , expressed as explicitly as possible inq
 .terms of K, such that condition 1.2 restricted to Q implies the existence
of a representing measure on K.
w xA fairly good solution of the K-moment problem has been given in 20
for K a semi-algebraic compact set. We shall briefly recall this result.
 4  n.Let P s p , . . . , p be a finite family in P R , and let1 m
K [ s g Rn ; p s G 0, j s 1, . . . , m . 1.3 .  . 4P j
We recall that a closed subset K ; Rn is said to be semi-algebraic if
there exists a family P such that K s K .P
Let K s K , and let S be the family of all polynomial functions inP P
 . 2 2  n.P K of the form q q q p ??? p , where q , q g P R are arbitrary,q 1 2 j j 1 21 k
 4  4and j , . . . , j ; 1, . . . , m .1 k
 w x.K. Schmudgen shows see 20 that if K s K is compact, then aÈ P
 .  .nsequence g s g g ) 0 is a K-moment sequence if and only ifa a g Z 0q
 . L p G 0 for all p g S . As a matter of fact, the result of Schmudgen isÈg P
stated in terms of positive definiteness, but his statement is equivalent to
.the previous one, as the author noticed himself.
The ``test set'' S , which appears in the above statement, depends onP
2  n.the parameters q , q g P R , j s 1, . . . , 2, which is somehow uncomfort-j j
able for some applications. For this reason, in the next section we shall
 .prove another version of this result see Theorem 2.3 , in which the ``test
set'' appears explicitly. The proof of Theorem 2.3 given in this paper
 wadapts the method of proof of Cassier's moment theorem see 9, TheoremeÂ Á
x.2 . Nevertheless, Theorem 2.3 is not a direct consequence of Cassier's
result. This adapted method provides, in particular, a new proof for the
existence of a solution of the Hausdorff moment problem in several
 w x.variables see 19 .
In the third section, we use the results from the second section to
establish some connections between the moment problem and subnormal-
w xity, in the spirit of 3, 6 . We also give a characterization of the completely
monotonic multi-sequences of operators, extending a result of B. Sz.-Nagy
w x w21 . Finally, we discuss some connections with results from 2]5, 22, 18,
x23, 12 , etc.
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2. MOMENTS ON SEMI-ALGEBRAIC COMPACT SETS
 4  n.Remark 2.1. Let P s p , . . . , p be a finite family in P R . Suppose1 m
Ãthat K s K is compact. We shall attach to the family P a family PP
constructed in the following way.
 .  . y1  .We clearly have m [ sup p t - `. We set p t [ m p t , t gÃj t g K j j j j
Rn, if m ) 0, and p s p if m s 0, j s 1, . . . , m.Ãj j j j
 .  4  .  4Let a s a K s inf t ; t g K and b s b K s sup t ; t g K . Thenk k k k k k
 .  .  .  .we set p t s t y a r b y a if b ) a , and p t s 0 if b sÃ Ãmq k k k k k k k mqk k
a , k s 1, . . . , n.k
Ã  4We define P [ p , . . . , p .Ã Ã1 mqn
 .Notice that K s K s K , and that 0 F p t F 1 for all t g K andÃÃP P j
j s 1, . . . , m q n.
 4  n.DEFINITION 2.2. Let P s p , . . . , p ; P R such that K s K be1 m P
Ãcompact, and let P be as in Remark 2.1. We denote by D the set of allP
products of the form
l l1 mqnk k1 mqnp ??? p 1 y p ??? 1 y p , .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã1 mqn 1 mqn
for all integers k G 0, . . . , k G 0, l G 0, . . . , l G 0.1 mqn 1 mqn
 n.We clearly have D ; P R . Although not necessarily optimal, the setP q
D is explicitly constructed in terms of P.P
The main result of this section is the following.
THEOREM 2.3. Let K s K be a semi-algebraic compact set. A sequenceP
 .  .nof real numbers g s g g ) 0 is a K-moment sequence if and only ifa a g Z 0q
the linear form L is positi¨ e on the set D .g P
Proof. We keep the notation from the Remark 2.1.
 4If a s b , k s 1, . . . , n, then K s a , . . . , a , and the characterizationk k 1 n
of those sequences that are K-moment sequences is trivial.
  4 4Let d be the cardinal of the set k g 1, . . . , n , a - b . With no loss ofk k
generality we may assume that d G 1 and that a - b , k s 1, . . . , d. Ifk k
d - n, then K can be embedded into the space Rd, via the translation
t , . . . , t ª t , . . . , t , t y a , . . . , t y a . .  .1 n 1 d dq1 dq1 n n
Therefore, by diminishing the dimension of the space if necessary, we
 .may and shall assume that a - b , k s 1, . . . , n. In particular, thek k
polynomials p s 1, p , ??? p are linearly independent, and henceÃ Ã Ã0 mq1 mqn
Ã n n .  .the unital algebra generated by P in P R coincides with P R .
The proof of Theorem 2.3 will be continued after some auxiliary results.
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DEFINITION 2.4. Let K s K be a semi-algebraic compact set. WeP
 .  n.denote by p P the family of all linear mappings L : P R ª R such that
 .  .L 1 s 1 and L r G 0 for all r g D .P
 .Clearly, p P is a convex set.
 .  .LEMMA 2.5. For all L g p P and r g D one has 0 F L r F 1.P
 w x .Proof. See also 9, Lemme 2 . Let r s r ??? r g D , where either1 k P
Ã Ãr g P or 1 y r g P for all j. As we havej j
1 y r ??? r s 1 y r q r 1 y r q ??? qr ??? r 1 y r , .  .  .1 n 1 1 2 1 ky1 k
 .  .one obtains L 1 y r G 0, whence L r F 1.
 .  .Remarks 2.6. 1 Let G K be the positive cone generated by D . Theq P
 .previous proof shows that if r g D , then 1 y r g G K . A similarP q
 .  .argument also shows that if p, q g D , then 1 y p q g G K . In partic-P q
 n.  . .ular, if L : P R ª R is positive on D , then L 1 y p q G 0 for allP
 .p, q g D . If, in addition, L 1 s 0, then L s 0.P
 . w x  .2 As in 9 , we identify the set p P with a subset of the compact
w xD Pset X [ 0, 1 , which is possible via the fact that the unital algebra
Ã n n .  .generated in P in P R coincides with P R , and by Lemma 2.5. This
 .subset is also closed, for if L is a cluster point of p P in X, then0
 .  .L r G 0, r g D , L 1 s 1, and L can be extended by linearity to0 P 0 0
 n.  n.P R . Therefore, in the algebraic dual of P R , endowed with the weak
 .topology induced by D , the set p P is convex and compact.P
 .LEMMA 2.7. Let L be an extreme point of p P . Then L is multiplicati¨ e
 n.on P R .
w xProof. We proceed as in the proof of 9, Lemme 3 . Let p g D beP
 .  .  .fixed. It suffices to prove that L pq s L p L q for all q g D . LetP
 .a s L p . We have three possibilities.
 . y1  .If 0 - a - 1, we consider the linear functionals L r s a L pr and1
 .  .y1  .  n.  .L r s 1 y a L pr , r g P R . It is easily seen that L , L g p P ,2 1 2
 .  .via Remark 2.6 1 . As we have L s aL q 1 y a L , and L is an1 2
 .  .  .  .extreme point of p P , we must have L s L , whence L pq s L p L q .1
 .  .  .If a s 0, then L r [ L pr is positive on D , and L 1 s 0, whence0 P 0
 .  .  .  .L s 0, by Remark 2.6 1 . This implies that L pq s 0 s L p L q .0
 .If a s 1, we apply the previous argument to the functional L r s1
 . .  .  .  .  .L 1 y p r , and obtain L pq s L q s L p L q .
 .LEMMA 2.8. For e¨ery L g p P there exists a uniquely determined
 .  .probability measure m on K such that L p s H p dm for all p g P K .K
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w xProof. This assertion coincides with 9, Theoreme 1 . Here is a differ-Â Á
ent proof.
 .Let L g p P be an extreme point. Then L is multiplicative on0 0
 n.  . n  .P R , by Lemma 2.7. Thus, if c s c , . . . , c g R is given by c s L t ,1 n j 0 j
 .  .  n.  .then we have L p s p c for all p g P R . Since 0 F L p F 1,0 0
p g D , by Lemma 2.5, we obtain that c g K, and thatP
n5 5L p s p c F p [ sup p t , p g P R . .  .  .  .K0
tgK
 .If L g p P is of the form L s  l L , where l G 0,  l s 1,jg J j j j jg J j
 .L an extreme point of p P , J finite, thenj
n5 5 5 5L p F l L p F l p s p , p g P R , .  .  .  K Kj j j
jgJ jgJ
by the first part of the proof.
 .   ..Since the set p P is convex and compact see Remark 2.6 2 , by virtue
 .of the Krein]Milman theorem we have that every L g p P is in the
 .closure of the convex hull of the set of extreme points of p P , whence we
deduce that
n5 5L p F p , L g p P , p g P R , .  .  .K
by the previous similar estimates. This implies the existence and the
 .uniqueness of the measure m for each L g p P , by the Riesz represen-
 .tation theorem, via the density of P K in the space of all real-valued
continuous functions on K, given by the Weierstrass approximation theo-
rem.
 .End of the Proof of Theorem 2.3. It follows from 1.2 that the condition
 .  .nis necessary. Conversely, let g s g g ) 0 be a K-moment se-a a g Z 0qy1  .quence. Then the linear form L [ g L is an element of p P , and the0 g
conclusion follows from Lemma 2.8.
For some applications, it is useful to have a better localization of the
support of the representing measure of a moment sequence. In this
 w x.respect, we have the following see also 16 .
THEOREM 2.9. Let K s K be a semi-algebraic compact set, let g sP
 .  .ng g ) 0 be a K-moment sequence, and let m be the representinga a g Z 0q
 .  .measure of g . Assume that there exists an r g P K such that L rp G 0 forg
all p g D . ThenP
supp m ; s g K ; r s G 0 . 4 .  .
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 .  .If L rp s 0 for some r g P K and for all p g D , theng P
supp m ; s g K ; r s s 0 . 4 .  .
 . X  a .Proof. Assume first that L r ) 0. Then the sequence g [ L t r ,g a g
a g Z n , is a K-moment sequence, by Theorem 2.3. Let mX be the repre-q
X  X . X  .nsenting measure of g s g . Since Hp dm s Hpr dm for all p g P K ,a a g Zq
we obtain the equality Hf dmX s Hfr dm for all continuous functions f on K,
by the Weierstrass approximation theorem. This implies that mX s rm. As
mX is a positive measure, an easy measure theoretic argument shows that
 .   . 4m B s 0, where B [ s g K ; r s - 0 .
 .Assume now that L r s 0. We have two cases:g
 .  .  . .a There is a q g D such that L q r ) 0. As L q q e r s0 P g 0 g 0
 .  .L q r ) 0 for any e ) 0, we may assume that q s ) 0 for all s g K.g 0 0
Then, by the first part of the proof,
supp m ; s g K ; q s r s G 0 s s g K ; r s G 0 . 4 4 .  .  .  .0
 .  .b If L pr s 0 for all p g D , then the measure rm s 0, whence,g P
 . again by a measure theoretic argument, we deduce that supp m ; s g K ;
 . 4r s s 0 .
 .Let K s K be a semi-algebraic compact set. We recall that G K isP q
 .the positive cone generated by D in P K . Then we have the followingP q
decomposition theorem:
 .  .THEOREM 2.10. If p g P K is strictly positi¨ e on K, then p g G K .q q
w xThe proof of Theorem 2.10 is similar to that of 9, Theoreme 4 . WeÂ Á
omit the details.
 . w xn n  .  .EXAMPLES 2.11. 1 Let K [ 0, 1 ; R . If p t [ t , p t [ 1 yj j nqj
Ã 4t , j s 1, . . . , n, and P [ p , . . . , p , then P s P and K s K . It isj 1 2 n P
 .  .easily seen that the condition L r G 0 r g D from our Theorem 2.3 isg P
 . w x equivalent to the condition 13 from 14, Theorem 1 stated in n dimen-
.sions . Therefore, Theorem 2.3 provides, in particular, a new proof for the
existence of a solution to the Hausdorff moment problem in several
variables.
Conversely, using the above mentioned result of Hildebrandt and
 w xSchoenberg, one can give a different proof of Theorem 2.3 see 19 for
.some details .
 .  n 2 2 x n2 Let K [ t g R ; t q ??? qt F 1 , i.e., the unit ball in R . Let1 n
 .  .  .  .  . 2p t [ 1 q t r2, p t [ 1 y t r2, j s 1, . . . , n, p t s 1 y tj j nqj j 2 nq1 1
2  . 2 2  4y ??? t , and p t [ t q ??? qt . If P s p , then K s K , andn 2 nq2 1 n 2 nq1 P
Ã  4P s p , . . . , p .1 2 nq2
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3. MOMENTS AND SUBNORMALITY
That there exists a strong connection between the moment problem and
 w xsubnormality has been known for a long time see 21, 13, 7, 2, 3, 6 , to
.quote only a few .
w xIn this section we apply Theorem 2.4 to refine some results from 6 .
 . nIf z s z , . . . , z is the variable in the complex Euclidean space C , we1 n
 n.denote by P C the algebra of all complex polynomial functions in
z , . . . , z , z , . . . , z .1 n 1 n
 .Let H be a complex Hilbert space, and let L H be the algebra of all
bounded linear operators acting on H.
 .  .n If T s T , . . . , T g L H is a commuting multioperator briefly, a1 n
n a b.  .  . .c.m. , then for every p g P C , p z, z s  c z z , we seta , b a , b
p TU , T s c TU a T b 3.1 .  . a , b
a , b
this is part of the so-called ``hereditary functional calculus,'' considered in
w x.1, 5 .
 .Formula 3.1 can be expressed in a slightly different manner, at least
 n.  n.for polynomial functions from P R [ P R m C.C
 .  . U  .Let M : L H ª L H be the operator X ª T XT , X g L H , j sT j jj
 .  .1, . . . , n, and let M s M , . . . , M , which is a c.m. on L H .T T T1 n
 n.  . aFor every p g P R , p t s  a t we defineC a a
p M s a M a , 3.2 .  .T a T
a
which is, in fact, a unital algebra homomorphism. Note also that
p TU , T s p M 1 , p g P Rn , 3.3 .  .  .  .  .Ã T C
a a .where p z, z s  a z z , and 1 is the identity on H.Ã a a
 .nWe recall that a c.m. T g L H is said to be subnormal if there exist a
 .nHilbert space K > H and a c.m. N g L K consisting of normal opera-
 .tors which is called a normal extension of T such that T s N ¬ H,j j
j s 1, . . . , n. Among all normal extensions of a subnormal c.m. T there
exists a minimal one, which is unique up to unitary equivalence.
Let K s K be a semi-algebraic compact subset of Rn. Let also t beP
the mapping
n < < 2 < < 2 nC 2 z s z , . . . , z ª z , . . . , z g R . 3.4 .  . .1 n 1 n
y1 . nNote that the set t K ; C is also compact.
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We have the following:
 .nTHEOREM 3.1. The commuting multioperator T g L H has a normal
 .n  . y1 .extension N g L K K > H , whose joint spectrum lies in t K , if and
 . U .only if p(t T , T G 0 for all p g D .P
Proof. If N is a normal extension of T , and if E is the spectral
y1 .measure of N whose support lies in L [ t K , then for all p g D ,P
 . ap t s  a t , and x g H we havea a
 U : 5 a 5 2p(t T , T x , x s a T x .  .  a
a
2a a a5 5  :s a N x s a z z d E z x , x . Ha a
La a
s p t dm t G 0, .  .H
K
<  .   y1 .. : nsince p K G 0, where m A [ E t A x, x for all Borel sets A ; R .
w xConversely, we proceed as in 3, Theorem 4.1 . The major change is the
w xuse of Theorem 2.3 instead of the corresponding result from 14 .
Let x g H, x / 0, and let
 U a a : ng [ T T x , x , a g Z .a q
Then
 U :L p s p(t T , T x , x , p g P K . .  .  .  .g
 . 5 5 2In particular, L p G 0 if p g D , and g s x ) 0. According tog P 0
Theorem 2.3, there exists a positive Borel measure m on K such thatx
 U a a : aT T x , x s t dm t . .H x
K
A standard polarization argument and the uniqueness of the representing
.measure as well implies the existence of a positive operator-valued
measure F on K such thatT
TU a T a s t a dF t , a g Z n . 3.5a .  .H T q
K
w xThen the assertion follows from 15, Theorem 4.1 .
w x  wRemark 3.2. As noticed in 6 referring to the proof of 15, Theorem
x.4.1 , if E is the spectral measure of the minimal normal extension
 .n  .nN g L K of the subnormal c.m. T g L H , then one has the equality
F A s P E ty1 A ¬ H 3.5b .  .  . .T H
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for all Borel subsets A ; K, where P is the orthogonal projection of KH
 .onto H, and F is as in 3.5a .T
X .  y1 ..Moreover, if E A s E t A , A ; K a Borel subset, then the mea-
sures EX and F have the same support.T
The uniquely determined positive operator-valued measure that satisfies
 .  .n3.5a is called the representing measure of the subnormal c.m. T g L H .
 . nTHEOREM 3.3. Let G s G be a sequence of bounded self-adjointa a g Zq
 n.  .operators on H, with G s 1. Let also L : P R ª L H be the mapping0 G
L p s c G if p t s c t a . .  . G a a a
a a
Assume that K s K is a semi-algebraic compact subset of Rn. Then thereP
 .exists a positi¨ e operator-¨ alued measure F on K such that L p s H p dFG G K G
 .  .for all p g P K if and only if L p G 0 for all p g D .G P
The proof of this assertion is similar to the first part of the proof of
 w x.Theorem 3.1 see also 21, 17 . We omit the details.
 .nTHEOREM 3.4. Let T g L H be a subnormal c.m., and assume that the
support of the representing measure F of T is contained in the semi-algebraicT
compact set K s K .P
 .  . . U .If there exists an r g P K such that pr (t T , T G 0 for all p g D ,C P
then
supp F ; s g K ; r s G 0 . 4 .  .T
 .  . U .If there exists r g P K such that r (t T , T s 0, then one also hasC
 . U .r (t N , N s 0, where N is the minimal normal extension of T.
Proof. With the notation from the proof of Theorem 3.1, since we have
 .  . L rp G 0 for all p g D , it follows from Theorem 2.9 that supp m ; tg P x
 . 4   . :  .g K ; r t G 0 . The obvious equality F ) x, x s m ) then impliesT x
 .   . 4that supp F ; t g K ; r t G 0 .T
 . U .Assume now that r (t T , T s 0. Then for every p g D we haveP
pr (t TU , T s pr M 1 s p M r M 1 s 0, .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . T T T
 . U .  . . because of the relation r (t T , T s r M 1 s 0. From a slight mod-T
.   .  ..ification of Theorem 2.9 i.e., by replacing the space P K by P K , weC
 .   . 4  X.deduce that supp F ; s; r s s 0 . According to Remark 3.2, supp ET
 .  . .  .s supp F . This shows that r (t z, z s 0 for all z g supp E , and soT
 . U .r (t N , N s 0.
w xMost of the assertions from 6, Propositions 4]8 are now consequences
of our Theorem 3.4.
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 w x.EXAMPLE 3.5. Let us consider as in 23 a family of polynomials
 4p , . . . , p , where1 m
n
p t [ 1 y c t , j s 1, . . . , m , . j jk k
ks1
with the following properties:
 .i c G 0 for all indices j, k;jk
 .  4  4ii for every k g 1, . . . , n there exists a j g 1, . . . , m such that
c / 0;jk
 .  4iii p / 1 for all j g 1, . . . , n .j
 4  .Let P s p , . . . , p , p , . . . , p , where p t s t , k s 1, . . . ,1 m mq1 mqn mqk k
n. It is easily seen that K s K is compact. From Theorem 3.1 we deriveP
the following assertion:
 .nPROPOSITION 3.6. Let T g L H be a c.m. and let K s K . Then T hasP
 .n  . y1 .a normal extension N g L K K > H , whose joint spectrum lies in t K ,
if and only if
a a1 map M 1 [ p M ??? p M 1 G 0 .  .  .  .  .T 1 T m T
 . mfor all a s a , . . . , a g Z .1 m q
Proof. It is easy to check that every polynomial function from D is aP
linear combination with positive coefficients of expressions of the form
b  .a1  .am m nt p t ??? p t for all a g Z , b g Z .1 m q q
b  .Since M is positive on the space L H for all b , the hypothesis impliesT
b  .a  . m nthat M p M 1 G 0, a g Z , b g Z , which is equivalent to theT T q q
 . U .condition r (t T , T G 0 for all r g D via the above remark. HenceP
the assertion is a consequence of Theorem 3.1.
 .The next result is a characterization of completely monotonic multi -se-
  . .quences of operators i.e., sequences satisfying condition 3.6 below . See
w xalso 21, 17 .
 . nTHEOREM 3.7. Let G s G be a sequence of bounded opera-a , b a , b g Zq
tors acting on H, such that GU s G for all a , b g Z n , and G s 1.a , b b , a q 0, 0
n  nThere exists an operator-¨ alued positi¨ e measure F on D [ z g C ;G
< < 4z F 1, j s 1, . . . , n such thatj
a b nG s z z dF z , a , b g Z .Ha , b G q
nD
if and only if
u< <jy1 c c G G 0 3.6 .  .  a b aqj , bqj /jn jFua , bgZq
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n  . nfor all u g Z and all sequences of complex numbers c with onlyq a a g Zq
finitely many nonzero terms.
 n.  n.Let P C be the subalgebra of P C consisting of all analytic polyno-a
mials. We set
a b nL z z [ G a , b g Z , .G a , b q
 n.  .and extend L to P C by linearity. It is easily seen that 3.6 isg
equivalent to
u u 21 n2 2< < < <L 1 y z ??? 1 y z p z G 0 3.7 .  . .  . .G 1 n /
 . n  n.for all u s u , . . . , u g Z and all p g P C . In particular, this shows1 n q a
 .that 3.6 is necessary.
 .To show that 3.6 is also sufficient, we write z s t q i s with t , s real,j j j j j
and consider the polynomials
p t , s s 1 q t r2, p t , s s 1 q s r2, .  . .  .1, j j 2, j j
p t , s s 1 y t r2, p t , s s 1 y s r2, .  . .  .3, j j 4, j j
p t , s s 1 y t 2 y s2 , p t , s s t 2 q s2 .  .5, j j j 6, j j j
for all j s 1, . . . , n.
Ã n 4Note that if P s p , . . . , p ; j s 1, . . . , n , then P s P, and D s1, j 6, j
K .P
Set
Ä j h nG s L t s , j , h g Z , .j , h G q
Ä Ä . nand G s G . We want to check the conditions of Theorem 3.3 forj , h j , h g Zq
Äthe sequence G.
 .UNotice that if p is a real valued polynomial function, then L p sG
 .L p . Indeed, ifG
a b b ap z , z s c z z s c z z .  a , b a , b
a , b a , b
then
U UL p s c G s c G s L p . .  . G a , b a , b a , b b , a G
a , b a , b
Now, let us check that
L pk1 , j ??? pk6 , j G 0 3.8 .Ä  /G 1, j 6, j
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 .for all integers k G 0, . . . , k G 0, j s 1, . . . , n. We shall show that 3.71, j 6, j
 .  .  .implies 3.8 . Indeed, if q z, z [ p t, s , k s 1, . . . , 6, j s 1, . . . , n, itk , j k , j
will be sufficient to show that
L q k1 , j ??? q k6 , j G 0 3.9 . /G 1, j 6, j
for all integers k G 0, . . . , k G 0, j s 1, . . . , n.1, j 6, j
2 2< < < <As we have the obvious identity 2 q z q z s z q 1 q 1 y z , itj j j j
follows that each expression q k1, j ??? q k6, j can be written as a linear
1, j 6, j
combination with positive coefficients of expressions of the form 1 y
< < 2 .h1  < < 2 .hn. <  . < 2  . nz ??? 1 y z p z , where h s h , . . . , h g Z and p g1 n 1 n q
 n.  .  .  .P C . This shows that 3.7 , and therefore 3.6 , implies 3.9 , whicha
 .ensures the fulfillment of 3.8 . According to Theorem 3.2, there exists an
operator valued positive measure F on Dn such thatG
L t jsh s t jsh dF G 0, j , h g Z n , .Ä HG G q
nD
which, in turn, implies the desired representation of G for all a , b g Z n ,a , b q
as stated.
 .Remark 3.8. Let p s p , . . . , p , where p , j s 1, . . . , m, are as in1 m j
 . mExample 3.5. For every g s g , . . . , g g Z we set1 m q
g g1 mg np t [ p t ??? p t , t g R . .  .  .1 m
 .nIf T g L H is a commuting multioperator, we define
D p , g [ pg M 1 . 3.10 .  .  .T T
 w x.  .nWe recall see 23 that the c.m. T g L H is said to satisfy the
 .   ..positi¨ ity condition p, g briefly, the p.c. p, g if
D p , b G 0, 0 F b F g . 3.11 .T
 .A certain structure of those c.m. that satisfy the p.c. p, g has been
w xstudied in 23 , from which we recall some facts.
2 n .Let K be the Hilbert space l Z , H , i.e., the space of all functionsq
n 5 5 2 5  .5 2 m m.nf : Z ª H such that f [  f a - `. Let g g Z , g G e [q a g Z qq
 . m1, . . . , 1 g Z , be fixed.q
We define on K a backwards shift S  p, g ., k s 1, . . . , n, via the coeffi-k
w g  .xy1  p, g .   p, g .  p, g ..cients of the expansion of p t . Then S [ S , . . . , S is a1 n
  ..c.m. on the space K called the backwards multishift of type p, g that
 .satisfies the p.c. p, g . To give a certain description of all the c.m. that
 .satisfy the p.c. p, g we need one more definition.
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 .n p, e m.A c.m. T g L H is said to be a p-isometry if D s 0, where e s e .T
 w x.Then we have the following structure result see 23, Theorem 3.12 .
 .n m m.Let T g L H be a c.m., and let g g Z , g G e . The following twoq
conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a T satisfies the p.c. p, g .
 .  p, g .b T is unitarily equi¨ alent to the restriction of S [ W to an
 .in¨ariant subspace, where W is a p-isometry that satisfies the p.c. p, g .
 .  . w xThis result generalizes the equivalence a m b from 18, Theorem 11 ,
 .  . w xas well as the equivalence 1 m 2 from 12, Theorem 1.2 .
A natural question is when the p-isometry from the above statement is a
 w x.subnormal c.m. Various examples see 18, 11, 12 show that this depends
 .strongly on the m-tuple p s p , . . . , p .1 m
 .  .For instance, if m s 1, p t s 1 y t y ??? yt , and p s p , then the1 1 n 1
 .n U Uc.m. W g L H is a p-isometry if and only if W W q ??? qW W s 1,1 1 n n
i.e., if and only if W is a spherical isometry following the terminology of
w x. w x4 . In this case, as shown in 4 , W is subnormal.
 .  .If m s n, p t s 1 y t , j s 1, . . . , n, and p s p , . . . , p , then thej j 1 n
 w xstructure of a p-isometry is much more complicated see 12 for a
.complete description .
 .n p, bFinally, if R g L H is a p-isometry that satisfies the condition D GT
0 for all b G 0, then T is subnormal, and the minimal normal extension of
T is also a p-isometry as a consequence of Proposition 3.6 and Theorem
3.4.
 w xQuestion 3.9. We can state a truncated moment problem see 10 for
.similar problems in the context of Theorem 3.3, and with the notation
from Example 3.5.
 . nLet G s G be a sequence of bounded self-adjoint operators ona a g Zq
 . b  .a1H, with G s 1. Suppose that L r (t G 0 for all r of the form t p t0 G 1
 .am n  .??? p t for all b g Z and a F g for a fixed g G 1, . . . , 1 . Does thism q
condition ensure the existence of an operator-valued positive measure on
 .K which is a representing measure for G? As the condition 3.10 is of the
same type, there is an obvious connection between this problem and
Remark 3.8.
A similar problem can be raised in the context of Theorem 3.7.
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